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ABSTRACT

The first optimization step that can be performed on C source code for the
TMS320C6000™ DSP platform is to use intrinsic operators. These are built-in functions
in the compiler that can be directly translated to assembly code, for faster execution.
The C6000 DSP family fixed-point processors are organized into two main families: the
TMS320C62x™ DSP and the TMS320C64x™ DSP. The C62x is the base member of
the family and the C64x came later and has extra architectural features not supported
on the C62x. To support these features and to enable users to take advantage of them,
the C64x has some additional assembly instructions and related set of intrinsics, which
are a superset of the C62x intrinsics. The C64x compiler is backwards compatible with
the C62x compiler. It would be advantageous to have the reverse capability, of having
the C64x code run on the C62x, special intrinsics and all. The code proposed within
this application report attempts to do just that, by implementing a library of C functions
that would be called instead of the intrinsics, when C64x code is compiled on the C62x.

This application report contains project code that can be downloaded from this link:
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/psheets/spraa75/spraa75.zip
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The C6000 compilers support special functions called intrinsic operators, that will enable translation of
some common user operations into efficient assembly code. These operators directly map to assembly
code and by using them, the user can get faster execution of their code.

The C6000 family fixed-point processors are organized into two main families: the C62x and the C64x.
The C62x is the base member of the family. Code with C62x intrinsics can be compiled/run on the C64x -
but currently we do not have the reverse capability, as the C64x has some additional intrinsics. The code
proposed within this application report attempts to provide this capability, by implementing a library of C
functions that would be called instead of the intrinsics, when C64x code is compiled on the C62x.

A related problem with a wider scope that is not fully addressed in this document is making the C64x
intrinsic C code ISO-C compatible. A previous document, TMS320C6000 C Compiler: C Implementation of
Intrinsics (SPRA616), dealt with making C62x Intrinsics ISO-C compatible. The routines in this document
are ISO-C compatible for the most part, except for those that manipulate 64-bit long long integers. These
are not part of the ISO standard. You can use this document as a starting point from which you can create
a set of functions which are compatible for simulating the C64x intrinsics on other compilers. You would
first have to define the appropriate typedef’s for that compiler in C64intrins.h. Also, to return a 64-bit type
on the C64x before ‘long long’ was supported, some of these functions/intrinsics were defined to return
type ‘double’. For other non-C6x compilers, these functions would have to be updated to return a 64-bit
fixed-point type supported on this other compiler.
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2 Solution

Solution

The code proposed within this document allows the user to write C code using C64x intrinsic operators
and compile the code on any C6000 target.

The code is organized in two files: C64intrins.h and C64intrins.c. The code in C64intrinsics.c
implements a library of C functions which perform functions equivalent to the C64x intrinsics. The user
must include the header file C64intrins.h in their C files which contain intrinsics, and compile and link
with C64intrins.c.

The C64intrins.h file contains wrappers for the intrinsics that function as follows: if the user code is
compiled on the C64, then the intrinsics will be interpreted as such. If the same code is compiled on any
other C6000 target, the equivalent functions in C64intrins.c will be called instead.

All the C64 intrinsics, except for the memory-related intrinsics (lddw, ldndw, stdw, stndw) are implemented
in C64intrins.c.

The files C64intrins.c and C64intrins.h have been compiled and tested on the C6000 compilers. They
can be accessed from the same location where you download this application report.
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